RIB RAFT FLOOR - SET-DOWN DETAIL FOR MAX. 50mm REBATED SHOWER

MESH to be cranked down to stepped down area or separate sheet lapped in.
MESH - SE615-500STD or L grade 665
200mm wide mesh chairs

ANCHOR BOLTS FOR WALL BRACING W/bars shall be extended (length) by 50mm
2/12 TIED TO UNDERSIDE OF MESH, ADDITIONAL VERTIAL BAR LAPPED BY FOR AREA OF STEP DOWN, PLUS 720 mm EACH END OF STEP DOWN

ANCHOR BOLTS FOR WALL BRACING W/bars shall be extended (length) by 50mm

2/12 TIED TO UNDERSIDE OF MESH, ADDITIONAL VERTIAL BAR LAPPED BY FOR AREA OF STEP DOWN, PLUS 720 mm EACH END OF STEP DOWN

0.25mm POLYTHENE VAPOUR BARRIER

RIB RAFT FLOOR - SET-DOWN DETAIL FOR MAX. 50mm REBATED SHOWER

CUT BASE OF POD TO SUIT STEP DOWN

MESH to be cranked down to stepped down area or separate sheet lapped in.
MESH - SE615-500STD or L grade 665
200mm wide mesh chairs

ANCHOR BOLTS FOR WALL BRACING W/bars shall be extended (length) by 50mm
2/12 TIED TO UNDERSIDE OF MESH, ADDITIONAL VERTIAL BAR LAPPED BY FOR AREA OF STEP DOWN, PLUS 720 mm EACH END OF STEP DOWN

ANCHOR BOLTS FOR WALL BRACING W/bars shall be extended (length) by 50mm

2/12 TIED TO UNDERSIDE OF MESH, ADDITIONAL VERTIAL BAR LAPPED BY FOR AREA OF STEP DOWN, PLUS 720 mm EACH END OF STEP DOWN

0.25mm POLYTHENE VAPOUR BARRIER